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Letter from the Editor

It’s been a bit of quiet month on the contributor front. But that was expected, what
with the holidays that just passed.

Our New
Competition

Kate wraps up her fantastic series Our New Competitors. Every marketer should keep
it handy when considering a new campaign in-world. Evelyne talks about Slash!’s
ridiculously successful contest and what we can all learn from that. We’ve reprinted,

Indigenous Fashion Marketers in Second Life

with permission, Mitch Joel’s blog post on The Webkinz Effect, which I found thoroughly thought-provoking. Finally, I chime in with Sex Ed 101, taking a look at Second
Life’s sex industry from a marketing perspective.
I hope you like it. And if you’d like to see more content in the February issue, remem-

Part 3:
Cause Marketing and Promotions

ber that we depend on community contributions! Let’s keep the discussion alive folks.
Yours truly,

by Kate Trgovac

Mario Parisé
aka Zeno Qinan

Note: For purposes of this article (and really, most descriptions of “fashion” in SL), “fashion” referrered not only to clothing designers, but to hair, skin, eye, and tattoo designers – anything
that is “worn” by an avatar.

W

e’ve reached the final piece in this series on indigenous fashion marketers
in Second Life. I hope that you have been able to spend some time inworld exploring both the amazing fashion, but also the creative and clever

ideas that SL fashion marketers implement to make their brand and their products
stand out.
As you will have noticed by now, SL and RL marketing tactics are quite similar, it’s just
the mechanisms that are different. This is especially true of the tactics we’re covering
in this article: cause marketing and promotions.

CAUSE MARKETING
One way to build brand and corporate reputation is to align your product or service
with a non-profit charity or cause. This is a relatively common practice in real-world
marketing – whether it’s one company and one cause (think McDonald’s support of
families with seriously ill children through the Ronald McDonald House) or one cause
and several companies joining together (think of the (Product) RED line). This type
of marketing extends into Second Life but generally takes on a much more personal
tone.
A number of designers individually create products for sale whose proceeds are directed towards a specific charity. For example, Nyte Caligari, the designer behind
Nyte’n’Day designs, has Lupus. Often, when she makes a new garment, she creates a
purple version and donates the proceeds from the purple outfits to Lupus Canada.
(See next page for image. - Ed.)
Designers also join together to support causes in Second Life. The Second Life Relay
for Life is a virtual version of the American Cancer Society’s Relay for Life. Designers
place donation kiosks at their shops as well as sponsor teams in the overnight relay.

Creating shared product lines for charity is also an activity that SL fashion designers

Designers will use Lucky Chairs differently ... some only put older items in the chair,

are known for. Recently, a skin designer, Eloh Eliot, put full-permission versions of her

others will put an item that they want some additional exposure for. Lucky Chairs are a

skin templates in Second Life. A group of designers have gotten together to encourage

great way to drive traffic, especially if you a) put quality items in them and b) set them

other designers to create new skin designs from the template and then sell them in a

to a reasonable refresh rate (e.g. 15 minutes). An avatar is likely to hang around a shop

fundraiser for UNICEF.

for a short period of time to see if she wins when next the chair changes. An avatar is
also likely to IM her friends if she sees that a chair has one of their initials set as the

Your Action Item: Track the progress of the skin design fundraiser for UNICEF.

winner. They can then teleport to the location and claim the prize.

Called “Another Fundraiser” (after the original creator’s brand “Another Shop”), the
skins will be unveiled as well as in-world events surrounding the fundraiser on http://

As avatars wait for a chair to change, they will wander around the store or locale and

anotherfundraiser.blogspot.com/

often buy other items. Lucky chairs also build reputations … designers with chairs in
their shops are perceived as being generous and are often rewarded with business and

PROMOTIONS

referrals.

Promotions … customers love them. Whether it’s a contest, a giveaway, a treasure hunt

New Avatar Incentives

or a benefit for a new resident of SL, fashion marketers are the kings and queens of promotions.

A number of fashion designers in SL often
credit their entrance into SL and the SL

Lucky Chairs

fashion world to more experienced avatars that gave them a helping hand. These

Lucky chairs facilitate giveaways at a loca-

grateful designers often “pay it forward”

tion in SL. How they usually work: for a

by creating something just for new avatars

period of time (generally 15 minutes to 4

(usually avatars who are less than 30 days

hours, until someone wins and the chair is

old), typically a skin, hairstyle or outfit

reset) a Lucky Chair will give away a speci-

that is of better quality than the default

fied item to an avatar who sits in the chair

look you get from Linden Labs when you

and whose first initial matches the initial

first start out, but not having as great a va-

on the chair. So, if your avatar’s name

riety or detail as a designer’s regular line.

started with “G” and sat in the chair in the
picture, she would win the item shown.

As these new avatars get more familiar with SL and get more experienced, they want
to upgrade their look. The first place they go is often to the designer who helped ease
them into SL.

Contests and Treasure Hunts

WRAP UP

The very best way to get some traffic to

Well, that does it for an overview of fashion marketers in Second Life: why they are

your store is to hold a treasure hunt. Sev-

good at what they do and why, if they wanted, could apply these tactics they’ve perfect-

eral of them were held over Christmas:

ed to RL products and eat our lunch.

designers placed a special wig or a garment
or even a skin in a pretty box or ornament.

Oh, I know there are a lot of skills that career marketers have that I haven’t discussed

These boxes were hid inside the store or

here: segmentation, measurement, media buying … but, to me, the core skill as a mar-

out on their land. Avatars could find them,

keter is that of listening and understanding your customer and then delivering what

and once opened, would give the avatar a

they want. And all of these designers have that in spades … they are small business

prize. I happened to be online when Moire

owners and entrepreneurs trying to make it in one of the most competitive markets

Georgette of Bossa Nova announced her

around: Second Life fashion.

holiday ornament hunt. I have never seen
a shop fill up so fast. Same when Random

RESOURCES

Calliope announces one of his famous “but-

•

Nyte n Day: http://nytenday.blogspot.com/

terfly hunts” where he hides pieces of his jewelry in butterflies and then lets them loose

•

Relay for Life: http://slrfl.org/

on an island, along with a number of other butterflies that don’t have a hidden prize –

•

Another Fundraiser (UNICEF): http://anotherfundraiser.blogspot.com/

just to keep the hunt interesting!

•

Ivalde: http://slurl.com/secondlife/Ivalde/93/153/35

•

Bossa Nova: http://slurl.com/secondlife/Amour/200/44/0

•

Tete a Pied: http://slurl.com/secondlife/Fleur/222/224/23

And this is something that marketers need to remember … most folks are in Second
Life because they want something fun and interesting to do. Avatars will drop what
they are doing for the promise of a little diversion and a prize at the end.

Your Action Item: Try to win something in a Lucky Chair. Ivalde has two in her
shop and they change every 15 minutes. (SLURL can be found on the next page. - Ed.)

Kate Trgovac heads up Reinvent! Communications (reinvent.ca), blogs at MyNameIsKate.ca
(designated a “Must Read” blog by Marketing Magazine), and is also the publisher of OneDegree.ca, penned by leading digital marketers in Canada. She can be found in-world under the
name Katicus Sparrow.

This Is How You Run A Contest
by Evelyne Gervais

S

lash! design store is currently holding a modeling contest with a grand prize of
$50 000 lindens. The runner up will win 5000, while the 3rd place will walk
away with $3000. The 4th-20th placements will win one outfit and a pair of

shoes. But that’s not all! There will also be a $10 000 surprise prize. Now if that isn’t
an incentive to enter, I don’t know what is! It’s refreshing to see such a significant prize
being handed out.

The Webkinz Effect And

From a marketing point of view, this contest is absolutely brilliant. The first thing that
this contest does is increase traffic significantly. It’s awesome just to see the wall of the

The Second Wave Of Virtual Worlds

contestants that have entered so far. As I write this, I see 885 pictures in total. All of
these people had to go into the store to enter, which is great traffic for any Second Life
business. There are also those who aren’t entering, but are going to vote for friends, or

by Mitch Joel

like me, to write about it. I’ve gone several times to the store since the contest began,
and it’s always been very busy.
Guaranteed, the increase in traffic is resulting directly into more sales. There will also
be people who will join the Slash! group, allowing the business to market to them. Can
you say permission marketing??!!
The founder of Slash!, Dig Dollinger obviously understands that marketing is a two
way street. Something valuable is being given to people, it’s creating a community, and
because of that, people will give back willingly.
If there are some of you out there who haven’t entered or voted yet, there’s still time!
The contest is running until January 31st. The winners will be announced at the store
on February 1st. You can visit the store for more details.
Evelyne heads up One Up Marketing, publisher of this fine magazine.

I

f you have kids, odds are you know about Webkinz. It is a stuffed animal that you
buy at retail, it comes with a nametag and code that you claim online at the Webkinz website. Once the “pet” is registered you can take part in the online commu-

nity - playing games, taking care of your pet, etc... Some of the kids I know have been
Webkinz crazy for a long while, and it was one of those “things to Blog about” that never saw the light of day.
In fact, I thought the Webkinz fad had passed until I saw a new crop of them yesterday, and then this article in The New York Times today - Web Playgrounds Of The Very
Young.
“Forget Second Life. The real virtual world gold rush centers on the grammar-school
set.
“Trying to duplicate the success of blockbuster Web sites like Club Penguin and Webkinz, children’s entertainment companies are greatly accelerating efforts to build virtual worlds for children. Media conglomerates in particular think these sites — part
online role-playing game and part social scene — can deliver quick growth, help keep
movie franchises alive and instill brand loyalty in a generation of new customers.
“Second Life and other virtual worlds for grown-ups have enjoyed intense media attention in the last year but fallen far short of breathless expectations. The children’s
versions are proving much more popular, to the dismay of some parents and child advocacy groups. Now the likes of the Walt Disney Company, which owns Club Penguin,
are working at warp speed to pump out sister sites.

“‘Get ready for total inundation,’ said Debra Aho Williamson, an analyst at the re-

than nine million members and revenue of more than $1 billion.”

search firm eMarketer, who estimates that 20 million children will be members of a
virtual world by 2011, up from 8.2 million today.”

These new online environments will lead the charge for the second wave of virtual
worlds. When I was watching some kids play with Webkinz, I had this strange realiza-

Disney picked up Club Penguin for about $700 million dollars, and we’re reading re-

tion - there was no perception that what they were doing was an online social network.

ports that over 95% of teens and tweens take part in Online Social Networks - if you

No clue that it was a virtual world. It was, simply, part of the toy, the game and their

couple that with taking a look at meta trends, you’ll be able to piece together how the

ability to connect with friends. Marketers tend to look at new online channels and put

Web is looking to unfold when it comes to making money in Online Social Networks,

them into buckets and verticals. It turns out the Web... is just the Web... and soon-to-be

Virtual Worlds, etc... I don’t like any of the Second Life is over rhetoric. I’ve heard that

something much more.

time and time again when it came to other new online models. Most of them wound up
surviving. Pundits said the whole, “this is dead” when it came to everything from surf-

This got me thinking: no New Year’s resolutions this year... I’m simply going to con-

ing the Web and email to instant messenger and SMS.

tinue to let myself be open, to watch and see how these networks unfold. To see who is
connecting with them, why they’re connecting and what they’re trying to accomplish.

If anything, a Marketer should be able to read the article, Web Playgrounds Of The

To not get too inundated in the technology that’s making it happen. To enjoy 2008

Very Young, and realize that these ramifications will make their way up the demo-

from all corners - virtual and otherwise.

graphic food chain to their target markets. Our Marketing ability to tell a 360 degree
story in a fully immersive environment that is liked through a social network isn’t Star

Happy New Year. Happy New (Virtual) World.

Wars talk - it’s coming, and it’s coming fast.
This article originally ran December 31st, 2007 on the (excellent) Twist Image blog Six Pixels of
These environments thrive on real dollars and Consumers’ feelings of buying virtual

Separation, authored by Mitch Joel. You can get Mitch’s regular insights on marketing, busi-

versus real is greying as the days progress.

ness, and technology by visiting www.twistimage.com/blog.

“Online worlds, which typically have low overhead and fat profit margins once they
are up and running, charge a monthly fee of $5 to $15 and require the adoption of an
avatar. Some sites are free and rely on advertising to make money; others are advertising and subscription hybrids. Webkinz relies on the sale of stuffed animals, which
come with tags that unlock digital content.
“The power of the virtual worlds business was shown recently when Vivendi announced a plan to buy Activision, a publisher of video games for consoles like the Sony
PlayStation 3. Vivendi owns World of Warcraft, a virtual world for adults with more

Sex Ed 101
What Second Life’s sex industry can teach marketers
by Mario Parisé

I

t has often been said that sex is a primary driver of technological innovation.
From print to VHS to the very Web itself, some believe if it wasn’t for the sex industry adopting these technologies so quickly then they may have never become

so widely adopted by the public at large. I’m not going to make that argument. However, you can’t deny that the sex industry ranks pretty high in the early adopter category.
In this article, I’m going to be taking a look at how various sex-related businesses are
simply rocking the virtual world.
Warning: Due to the nature of the topic, this article and the pictures contained herein may not be suitable for work and some may find it offensive.
You’ve been warned.
One final note before we continue: I am not in any way arguing that “sex sells” or that
marketers should “lower” themselves to basic sexual desires to succeed. If that’s all you
get out of this article then I will have failed miserably. Moving on...

Retail
Virtual retailing is a hot topic. You’ll note that in the first 2 issues of Second Slice, Nic
Mitham presented us with an excellent overview of different approaches that can be
taken.
Let’s take a look at what the erotic side of Second Life has to offer us in terms of retail
experiences.

Xcite! Main Store & Upgrade Centre
Xcite! does so many things right that it puts most of us to shame. Accordingly, I’m going to use them as our first example to introduce various concepts marketers need to
become acquainted with if they’re to succeed in-world.
For starters, when we teleport to the Xcite! main store, the first thing we see is not a
huge product display. We don’t see giant advertisements. No, the first thing we see is
an ice sculpture of a horse. We see lots of snow. We see log chalets. And we see a map
of the store.
This shows us where Xcite!’s priorities are. They care
so much about your experience that they focused the
landing on setting a nice environmental theme and
providing you with crucial knowledge (a map). It puts
you at ease. This is especially important in a virtual
world that often feels confusing and chaotic.

Watch how the pretty winter theme is maintained throughout the complex. Note the
consistency of fonts and styles, the minor details, the flow to the environment. Any
interior designer would be proud to say this was their work.

Don’t neglect the niches! I have yet to see any corporate endeavor in Second Life that
acknowledges the very strong communities of Furries, Nekos, Tinies, Goreans, etc.
They’re missing out. Not only are niches easier to appeal to (less competition), they’re
interesting!
Finally, make it easy for your guests to use your stuff. If there’s any ambiguity, provide
clear instructions and make help easy to find.

Sintimacy

Perhaps the most important thing we can
learn from Sintimacy is the importance of
opening small shops in highly targeted areas, like they have done in the “Red Light
District” of the PLush Zeta region.
When it comes to advertising in-world, you
can’t beat having your store popping up all

Sintimacy’s tagline is “Exclusively designed to commit a sin.” Not only is that well

over the place. Not only does it spread your

written and clever, it leaves no question about what the store is about. Then there’s the

name, it gives the impression that you’re of

introductory text in the store profile:

real importance and lets users interact with
you products (can’t do that with an ad). The

“Welcome to Sintimacy Girls Fashion, the ultimate shopping experience for cool and

affiliate clothing store Wrong has also used

sexy girls and those who want to be. You certainly will find what you are looking for.

this tactic exceedingly well.

You want to win a contest?.. you want to seduce someone or you just want o look
sexy? Our new spring collection will get you there... guaranteed!”

Strip Clubs
Talk about great copywriting!
So many strip clubs “get it” that I can’t name just one as being top notch. I can, though,
You may recall from Kate Trgovac’s writings in the November issue of Sec-

tell you what the best of them are getting right.

ond Slice that an absolute must for any virtual retail environment is to highlight your new and popular lines of clothing. Sintimacy doesn’t miss a beat:

The number one biggest factor in club success is Permission Marketing. Every successful club quickly sends you a group invitation. Once you join the group, you’ve given
them permission to send you messages and notices about events as they happen.
The second most important success factor is holding events worth attending. The best
clubs hold frequent contests, such as “Best in Vampire” or “Best in Neko”. The attendees do the voting and the winner gets a set a mount of lindens (usually a couple hundred). Notably, for the events to be interested you need more than just money contests.
Bringing in live DJs, holding niche events (i.e. focusing on specific communities or
trends), taking advantage of holidays or notably real-world events, etc.

Second Life is all about interaction. Yes, we residents spend an innordinate amount of

Recap

time shopping and furnishing our virtual homes. But the reason we do that is for socializing.

Here’s the core of what you need to take away from Second Life’s sex industry:

This is crucial for any business to understand. Since the primary value to using Second

• Embrace themes. They help you stand out and it creates a comfortable environ-

Life is interacting with other people (albeit often anonymously and in ways we might
not feel comfortable in real life.) This is why events are so important.

ment.
• Don’t be afraid to set the stage before pushing your wares. A happy customer buys
more than an uncomfortable one.

If you want one good reason most corporate builds are deserted, it’s the inability to or-

• Niche or die. Tom Peters has been saying this since the 80s. Catch up.

ganize events worth attending. The sex industry in Second Life understands this thor-

• Keep it simple. Make it easy. Offer lots of help for those who need it.

oughly.

• Great design and copywriting are just as important in the virtual world as they are in
the real world. Arguably more so.

Escorts

• Highlight your newest and best stuff, but have lots of depth too.
• The best form of advertising in world is having micro-shops in highly targeted areas,

As it turns out, it’s difficult for escorts to stand out from the crowd since it’s easy for
any resident to look “hot” or go buy sex beds and the like. What makes a successful
escort unique is their ability to tell compelling stories.

with a main superstore somewhere else.
• Inviting people to join your group gives you permission to market to them. Work
hard to make that valuable or they may leave the group, especially since we only get
to join 25.

As Tiffany Widdershins told InformationWeek in May 2007, playing a maiden in distress works best. For example: She’ll start talking with a prospect, and tell him she’s
in trouble. She hasn’t met her quota, so her pimp is gonna be mad. The prospect then
realizes he could be the “hero” by paying her for virtual sex.

• It’s easy to get people to come to your sim if you’re willing to cough up small
amounts of money for prizes.
• If you can afford it, hire DJs and musicians as often as you can. It’s all about entertainment.
• Tell stories! People need to feel good about giving you money. Make it easy for them.

When you think about it, as marketers, this makes perfect sense. Our clients and customers tell themselves stories about why they chose to (or not to) purchase from us.
They tell themselves this pair of shoes will make them look better, which in turn will

Mario is the editor of Second Slice and co-founder of One Up Marketing. You can find out

feel better, and so they buy. The best virtual escorts do the same thing. They provide

more about him at MarioParise.com.

their prospects with the story (or lie) that makes them feel good.

Contributors

Advertisers

Are you active in virtual worlds? Do you have
a passion for marketing? If the answer is yes,
Second Slice wants your contributions!

Advertising in Second Slice reaches a very
targeted audience, being mainly marketers
and business people interested in marketing.
You’ll be helping to support all of our cherished contributors, as all advertising revenue
goes to paying them.

Benefits

Contributing to Second Slice helps spread
your name and your personal brand as an ex- Pricing (in Linden dollars)
pert on virtual world marketing. As a bonus,
all contributors get the following benefits:
• 2pg Spread: L$10,000
• Full Page: L$6,000
• Any advertising revenue generated gets
• Half Page: L$4,000
divided amongst all contributors. Second • Quarter Page: L$2,000
Slice does not keep any of the revenues,
• Eighth Page: L$1,000
even to cover costs.
• All contributors get free ad space in the
Sizes (Sizes are in picas, width x height.)
issues they contribute to.
• 2pg Spread: 102p0 x 66p0
What to contribute?
• Full Page: 51p0 x 66p0
• Half Page Horizontal: 45p0 x 29p6
If you have something you want to say about • Half Page Vertical: 22p0 x 60p0
marketing in virtual worlds, that’s what we
• Quarter Page: 22p0 x 29p6
want to read about. Get your opinion out
• Eighth Page: 22p0 x 14p3
there. Forget objective journalism. Write
about what you believe. Objectivity will be
reached when people with opposing viewpoints also contribute.
We welcome articles of all sizes. Don’t limit
yourself to arbitrary word counts. We’ll also
welcome regular columns from serious contributors who feel they can maintain that
commitment.
How to contribute
Next issue’s deadline: Feb. 8 ‘08.
Send your submissions to Evelyne Gervais at
evelyne@oneupmarketing.ca.

Second Slice is published by

One Up Marketing
a virtual marketing co.
OneUpMarketing.ca

